
Robert Baldwin, Guide to Digital Cameras (Oct 8, 2014)  
 
(taken from the “Misc Info” page of my web site - www.socialhistoryofart.com) 
 
This guide is based on my close reading of good review web sites listed below. Buyers 
should conduct their own research and try the camera before buying it. Since camera 
prices fall continuously, many prices below are out of date. Check the latest prices at 
www.pricegrabber.com 
 
Amateur art photographers and art historians might consult my Guide to Digital Art 
Photography in Museums under the “MISC INFO” folder on my web site:  
www.socialhistoryofart.com 
 
 
Each section is asterisked to allow quick jumping using the “Find” command 
Search for DSLR*   to jump to that section 
Search for ** to get to camera recommendations with basic info on each model 
For Canon and Nikon external flash, search for Flash* 
For lenses, search for Lenses* 
 
Contents  
Some Top Cameras 
Four Thirds Cameras (with some info on lenses) 
New Cameras to Avoid 
Web sites with expert reviews 
Warning about Scam Stores On-Line & List of Good Stores 
Buying Tips and Necessary Extra Items 
Features to Consider (p. 7) 
Recommended Cameras (p. 9) / to jump to this section, Find ** 
Lenses for Nikon and Canon 
Polarizing Filter: jump to Filter* 
Flash: jump to Flash* 
Tripods: jump to Tripod* 
 
SOME TOP CAMERAS my tops picks are boldfaced; for detailed info on these 
models, use your keyword search to find  “Models*” below  
  
Very small point and shoot: most Canon Elph cameras – though some are better 
Small with full manual controls & good low light shooting: *Sony RX100 ($520)  *Sony 

RX100 ii ($650), *Sony RX100 Mark III; *Canon G7X  (the four best cameras 
of their class all share a 1” sensor ) 

Mid-size point and shoot with full manual controls: Canon G16 ($500); Nikon Coolpix 
P7800 ($550); Sony RX10 ($1,300); Canon G1X Mark II ($800)  

Mid-size with giant sensors: Sony RX-1 ($2,400) / Fuji FinePix X100 ($2,000) / Leica 
X-2 ($2,000) /  



Four/Thirds and Mirrorless Cameras: Olympus PEN E-P5; ($1,000); Olympus E-M5 
($1,300); Olympus E-M 1 ($1,350); Fuji X-T1 ($1,300) 

Small DSLR: Sony Alpha 7 ($1,700); Sony Alpha 7R ($2,000); Sony Alpha 7S 
($2,500); Nikon D5100 ($370) / Nikon D5300 ($650 /  Canon Rebel T3i ($380) 
/ Canon 60D ($570); Canon 70D ($1,100); Canon 7D Mark II ($1,800) Canon 
Rebel SL1 ($600)  

Large DSLR: / Nikon D7100 ($920) / Nikon D300 ($1,800, body only) / Canon 70D 
($1,300) 

Full Frame DSLRS: Canon 5D Mark III ($2,700); Nikon D800 ($2,800); Canon 6D 
($1,500); Nikon D610 ($1,580); Canon 1 DX ($6,800) and Nikon D4 ($6,000)  

 
 
FOUR THIRDS  /  MICRO 4/3 CAMERAS /  MIRRORLESS CAMERAS 
Four Thirds refers to the aspect ratio of the image. Micro Four Thirds cameras do away 
with the internal mirror, allowing a thinner, smaller, lighter body. None of these cameras 
will ever fit in your pants pocket. But they are still half the size and weight of a smaller 
DSLR.   
 
CONS: Until 2012, mirrorless cameras were best avoided due to much smaller sensors 
unable to match the high quality images or low light ability of DSLRs. Internal flash 
tended to be poor or left out altogether while external flashes were generally mediocre.  
Fewer lens options existed and lens quality was not as good though some of the prime 
(non-zoom) lenses are excellent. Since 2012, picture quality is much better in mirrorless 
cameras, especially models priced at $1,000 and up which feature large sensors. My top 
choices are the Fuji XT1, Olympus E-M1 and Sony Alpha 7 and Alpha 7s. 
 
Technical info on these cameras appears below. If you don’t need good low-light 
photography and are more an amateur who wants a good, light camera for daytime shots, 
a Four-Third or Mirrorless camera is a good option.  
 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Four_Thirds_system 
 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Micro_Four_Thirds_system 
 
 
CAMERAS TO AVOID 
Nikon D3100; Nikon D3200; Nikon D5000; Nikon L110 (slow f3.5 lens cannot handle 
low light); Nikon S9100 (no manual controls except WB, slow lens at f3.5-5.9; noisy 
pics, slow flash); Nikon Coolpix S9300 (noisy & soft photos, poor battery, slow flash, no 
manual controls except WB); Nikon Coolpix A ($1,100, big sensor but no zoom); Fuji 
X10 (defective sensor causes white discs to appear in some shots); Fuji X-Pro1 (auto 
focus works poorly) 
 
 
*REVIEW WEB SITES 



www.pricegrabber.com    / gives you lowest prices and lots of expert reviews as well as 
customer reviews. The latter don’t offer expert info but they shed valuable light on 
company service reliability, warranty satisfaction, and camera reliability.  

 
My Favorite Review Web Sites 
www.dpreview.com / (displays ISO noise comparisons between competing models) 
www.cameralabs.com/reviews 
www.the-digital-picture.com/reviews [good diagrams which show changing noise levels] 
www.photographyblog.com 
 
Other Web Sites with Good Reviews 
www.reviewcentre.com 
www.imaging-resource.com  
www.top10-digital-cameras-reviews.com 
www.digitalcamerainfo.com 
www.dpreview.com 
www.steves-digicams.com  (has “best camera”  - steves-
digicams.com/best_cameras.html) 
www.slrlensreview.com    (lenses only) 
 
(Avoid PC World and Consumer Reports.) 
 
 
WARNING ABOUT SCAM WEB SITES AND OTHER BASIC TIPS 
1. Do not order from any on-line store unless it has a good customer ratings (at least 3 of 

5 stars at www.pricegrabber – the stores come up only after you search for a 
particular item). You can also google the store as scam stores often have 
complaints posted on-line. If the price is significantly lower than at good stores, 
it’s either a rebuilt used camera, a foreign “grey market” camera with no US 
warranty, or a scam. Two scam stores are techondigital.com and 
fotoconnection.com. The first sells cameras very cheaply but only if you buy 
accessories at wildly inflated prices. If you refuse, they suddenly announce the 
camera is “out of stock” and cancel your order. Two stores with low prices on 
cameras but high prices on accessories are 42nd St Photo and US 1 Camera. Other 
Stores with Inexpensive cameras but inflated accessories and warranties:  

            1) fumfie.com; 2) US1 Camera; 3) Photoloon.com; 4) AMDV.com; 5) 42nd St 
Photo 

 
            Any salesperson can tell in 20 seconds if you are ignorant about cameras and then 

you’re at a big disadvantage. Don’t buy anything unless you’ve researched it for 
the lowest price and know what it should cost. This is especially important for 
accessories such as batteries, chargers, extra warranties, and memory cards (see 
below for good brands). One New York store sold 4 Gig memory cards “specially 
marked down from $200 to $100” at a time when most stores charged $25. A 3-
year extra warranty for a $1,500 DSLR should cost $60-$90. 
 



3. Make sure basic accessories come with the camera. Every camera should come with a 
battery, a charger, a wrist or shoulder strap, and a one year US warranty. If any of 
these are lacking or is sold as an extra “accessory,” avoid that store. Always order 
on the phone so you can confirm that these basic essentials as part of the price. If 
the store isn’t well known, insist on an invoice emailed first before paying. 
Otherwise they may confirm basic accessories on the phone but leave them out of 
the shipment. Avoid most accessory packages. The only extra items you must 
have are a memory card and an extra battery. You might also want a case ($20-30 
max) and an extended warranty – a 3 year additional warranty should never be 
more than $100.  

 
            Avoid “package deals” unless you know the price is really good because you 

usually can’t return anything in a package deal, or at least not for the “special” 
price you paid. Never accept a package deal unless each item has a good brand 
name and an itemized price which they email beforehand. If an invoice lacks 
itemized prices, you’ve been ripped off.  

 
3. Test cameras in local stores but buy on line to save 30%. A list of good camera stores 

appears in the next section (40 lines below). Prices may vary 30% between these 
stores so research the price on-line to find the cheapest GOOD store. Avoid brand 
new models as an $800 new camera will cost $700 four months later and $550 a 
year later.  

 
4. The lower the low end of the f stop range, the less light you need. Most point and shoot 

cameras have a low end aperture number of f2.8. Avoid cameras whose lowest f 
stop is higher than f/2.8.  

 
5. Try to get a point and shoot camera which allows you to adjust the intensity of the 

flash. This makes a huge difference in the quality of all those dark interior shots 
you’ll be taking at restaurants and night-time events. Most point and shoot 
cameras under $250 do not have flash adjust. 

 
6.  Novices, beware of inflated card prices. Don’t let stores sell you the fastest speed 

memory cards as this doubles or triples the price. Memory cards come in different 
speeds. Medium speed cards (15 MB sec) are fine for cameras under 12 
megapixels assuming you are not shooting in RAW which creates much larger 
files. If you shoot video or use a higher MP camera, try cards with a speed of 30 
or 40 MB per second but expect to pay double. You’ll need a bigger, 16 or 32-
GIG  card for video. Stores love to sell junk cards marketed as “very high quality” 
so insist on a good brand cards including Sandisk, Lexar, ATP, Kingston, Fuji, 
and Sony. Never buy used cards or “new cards” on Ebay as that market is flooded 
with fakes. On line, 8 GIG Memory cards should be $10-20 each, depending on 
write speed; 16 -32 GIG cards should be $20-50 depending on speed.   

 
7. If you buy a DSLR, the quality of the lens is as important as the quality of the camera. 

The better the camera, the less you will get out of it without a good lens. Most kit 



lenses are inexpensive for a reason and are not worth getting. Nikon kit lenses are 
quite good. So is the new kit lens for the Canon Rebel SL1 (18-55mm IS STM 
f/3l5-5.6). For reliable lens reviews, see www.cameralabs.com/reviews 

 
 
GOOD ON-LINE STORES  (choose an out-of-state store to avoid sales tax) 
Abes of Maine Camera 800-992-2237 
Adorama Camera 800-223-2500 / ext. 2259 for Fred Wasser – tell him I sent you 
Buydig.com 800-617-4686 
B&H  866-264-7509 / generally a little more expensive with accessories but try the 
Beach Camera 800-572-3224, x1 
Butterfly Photo 800-339-9960 
Digital Photo Club 888-920-3332 
TriState Camera 800-221-1926 (may be more expensive) 
 
Many cameras have serious problems such as weak batteries, poor focusing ability, a dim 
LCD making it hard to see in low light, weak flash (poor indoor shots), no flash adjust 
(which means many interior flash shots are overexposed) or shutter lag (you click on a 
moving subject but the camera responds slowly and you lose the shot). A list of camera 
features is found a few lines below. Take the time to research the camera on-line at the 
web sites listed above. And try the camera at a local store before buying on-line or you 
may regret it. Best Buy has a small but decent selection of cameras. For a good camera 
store with high-end models, try Milford Photo / 22 River Street /  Milford, CT 06460 / 
(800) 211-8086 / www.milfordphoto.com. In NYC, try B & H Photo on 9th Ave and 34 
St.  
 
 
*Buying Tips and Necessary Extra Items  
 
Know Your Needs First 
Cameras and lenses come with a wide variety of features depending on what you need. 
Some are good for wide angle, others for telephoto. Rapid shooting requires a DSLR. 
Small cameras are convenient but have many liabilities tied to size. Identify your needs 
before deciding on a camera. Research cameras on-line and then test out locally before 
buying on-line.  
 
Research and Price on Line 
To save 30%, take an extra 15 minutes to price accessories at www.pricegrabber.com (or 
another pricing site) at more than one on-line store before calling to order a camera. 
Amazon had much better prices for memory cards the last time I checked but this varies. 
The good stores listed above will not play games or overcharge on accessories. A 3-year 
extra warranty for an expensive DSLR is worthwhile at $30-$90. If it costs more, try 
another store. If buying a camera for a child, consider the more expensive TOTAL 
WARRANTY covering all damage even if you drop it out the window. When researching 
prices, look for free shipping, especially on orders over $250.00. Make sure the on-line 
store is out of state to avoid state taxes. Most of the good stores listed above offer “Bill 



Me Later”. If your credit is good, you get the camera with no down payment or interest 
for 6 months.  
 
Batteries 
Always charge batteries before heading out and bring an extra. Needless to say, small 
batteries (in small cameras) run out much faster so if your primary camera is a small 
point and shot, get two extra batteries. Double your battery power by keeping the camera 
shut off between shots or turning off the LCD if possible as this eats up most of your 
battery. (A few small cameras allow you to turn off the display. Others have an “auto off” 
after a pre-set interval under POWER SAVINGS. Check your  manual.) Zooming also 
eats up juice very quickly so try moving closer instead. You’ll also get sharper shots. 
GPS tagging also eats up battery power so turn that off if you can. If you have a DSLR 
with LIVE VIEW, quadruple your battery power by using the viewfinder instead of LIVE 
VIEW.  
 
Cameras which take AA or AAA batteries are convenient but they eat up regular batteries 
very quickly. These cameras come with cheap alkaline batteries which won’t last. So buy 
two or three sets of NiMH rechargeable batteries. Make sure your rechargeables have a 
highest mAh power rating of 2500 - 2900 mAh for AA. Many electronic stores don’t sell 
such batteries so check the packaging. If you can’t see the mAh rating, the battery is 
probably lousy. Expect to replace rechargeable batteries every 2-3 years Lithium-ion 
batteries are very sensitive to heat and lose power quickly if exposed to high temperatures 
so don’t leave them in the summer sun. They cannot be recharged if you let the power run 
down all the way so change them before they completely run out of juice.  
 
Portable Battery Charger / For info and a recommendation, see the following footnote  i 
 
 
*FEATURES TO CONSIDER 
Every camera has weaknesses depending on what kind of photos you are taking.  
 
Tiny point and shoot cameras can’t match the image quality, flash strength, battery life, 
instant response, and rapid shooting of larger cameras, especially DSLRs. If you want a 
tiny camera in your jean pocket, don’t complain if it doesn’t perform well. Sony and 
Canon make good pocket cameras but they are expensive ($400-800). A small camera 
also means critical settings are buried in the menus, making it harder to use your camera 
to its full potential. Larger cameras have more dedicated buttons, allowing you to make 
changes quickly and easily.  
 
Sensor Size. The most important feature in any camera. Larger sensors yield better 
images with more detail and they can shoot in much lower light. The sensors in small, 
crop-factor DSLRS are 2-4 times bigger than those in point and shoot cameras. Sensor 
size increases another 35% in full-frame DSLRS. The cost of the camera is directly 
related to the size of the sensor.  
 



Flash control / Since photo quality is all about the lighting, it makes little sense to buy a 
camera with no control over the flash. Most flash photos indoors are overexposed 
because the flash is too bright and can’t be turned down on small point and shoot 
cameras. Higher end point and shoots generally have flash adjust as do DSLRS. Since 
point and shoot cameras are generally too small to have a dedicated button, search your 
MENU and learn how to adjust the flash. I suggest turning it down 50% and leaving it 
there as your default setting. You can always turn it up as needed. If your camera doesn’t 
have flash control, lower the flash intensity by backing up 5-6 feet and zooming in.  
 
Megapixels – More megapixels are fine in a large sensor camera. But high MP numbers 
(above 12) in a small sensor camera greatly increases the noise (blotchiness), especially 
in all low light shots unless you can stabilize the camera on anything, set the ISO to 100, 
and use the timer. The higher the MP, the more noise in low-light shots in point and shoot 
cameras. (This is much less of a problem in bright light, assuming you don’t raise the ISO 
too high.) If your 12 MP small camera allows you to change the MP setting to 8, this will 
yield better results for close subjects in low light. Don’t forget to reset it afterwards. Even 
with a DSLR, shooting above 12 MP means noisier pictures in low light so consider 
turning down the MP setting. This will allow you to raise the ISO a little more and avoid 
excessive noise.   
 
“Speed” of the lens (i.e., the lowest aperture number). This makes a huge difference if 
you want to shoot indoors without a flash. Avoid any fixed lens camera whose lens only 
goes down to f/3.2 (or a higher higher) as you won’t be able to shoot in low-light. For 
every lower f stop number offered by a lens, your camera lets in twice as much light. 
Most point and shoots have a low aperture of f/2.8. If indoor shooting without flash is 
important, look for a more expensive point and shoot which goes down to f/2.0 or invest 
in a decent DSLR body (ca. $500) and get a really fast lens of f/1.4 or an image stabilized 
lens which goes down to f2.8.  
 
Feel of the camera. Try the camera in a store to see how it well it holds, how easily you 
can reach buttons, how user-friendly the menu is, etc. Then buy it on line. The ratings 
mean nothing if you hate the feel of the camera or find yourself completely confused by 
the menus. 
 
Picture & color quality (varies considerably depending on make and model) – the noise 
or blotchiness of the image also depends on the Megapixel and ISO settings you choose 
(ISO controls light sensitivity like film speed on old film cameras). Most point and shoot 
cameras have an ISO range of 100-400 but almost none of them take good day pictures 
above ISO 200 (or night pics above ISO 100). A higher ISO setting allows you to shoot 
in less light but the noise level goes way up, especially with small cameras due to the tiny 
sensor.  
 
Battery length / 230 pics on one battery charge for a small point and shoot camera is 
average; other cameras range from 180 to 550 shots per charge. Most DSLR cameras get 
500-1,200 shots per battery because you have a much bigger battery and you use a 



viewfinder, not a power-wasting LCD. Most Micro Four Thirds cameras get 300 shots 
per battery. 
 
Ability to focus quickly and shoot, even in low light (slow focus means shutter lag and 
missed shots when your subject is moving). Most point and shoot cameras have some lag 
time but some are really slow so research any model before buying. If you want to shoot 
small, active children, you need a DSLR or a Micro Four Thirds camera which can focus 
instantly and take 3-5 pics per second.  
 
Optical viewfinder / Most small point and shoot cameras lack a viewfinder. This 
invaluable feature lets you shut off the LCD and quadruple your battery life. It also 
allows easy shooting on sunny days when glare obscures the LCD.  
 
Manual options for aperture (controlling depth of focus) and shutter speed (eliminating 
blur on moving subjects), etc. This is especially important if you want to shoot at night 
when you need a slow shutter speed. Full control over shutter speed comes only in 
DSLRS and Micro Four Third cameras with a “Bulb” setting under shutter speed where 
you manually control the duration of the shot. Most point and shoot cameras have a Night 
Mode which automatically slows down shutter speed and, in many cases, lowers the 
Megapixel setting to 6. The Night Mode also sets the ISO automatically which is OK if 
it’s 100 or 200 but a disaster if it boosts the ISO to 400 or higher as this produces noisy 
pics. 
 
Menu, Is it user-friendly? Are buttons well-located? Are there dedicated buttons for 
things you will be adjusting frequently such as ISO, exposure compensation 
(adding/subtracting light), white balance, and timer. Is there a programmable Function 
button which can be set to do anything, for example, the all-important flash adjust? 
 
Zoom (optical zoom)  / 3 x is standard on point and shoot cameras but some offer up to 
10x. Ignore “digital zoom” – this just magnifies pixels and fuzziness.   
 
LCD. Does LCD show 100% of the final pic? If not, you can’t compose carefully along 
the margins. 
 
Swivel LCD allows you to frame shots with camera held high overhead. This is a great 
feature but it adds significant bulk.   
 
Tripod mount / Some tiny cameras omit this, making night or timer shots more difficult. 
 
Red eye problems? – the closer the flash is to the lens, the greater the redeye problem. 
Photoshop Elements has a great, one click solution for red eye. 
 
Exposure compensation / adds or subtracts light for shot. Very useful for many kinds of 
shots, for example a person against a sunset background. Without this, the person is well 
lit with flash but the background is completely overexposed and becomes a flat, white 



haze. Turn down the Exposure Compensation down until the background is well lit. Then 
add the right degree of subdued flash to brighten the foreground.  
 
Exposure lock button (allows you to lock in the camera setting in on a darker form set 
against a lighter background)  
 
Independent battery charger (lets you charge one battery while shooting with another one 
– a few cameras make you charge the battery in the camera which means you can’t use 
your camera while charging unless you have extra charged batteries. Try buying a 
generic, external charger. 
 
Noise reduction is available on many cameras and kicks in on the AUTO setting with 
many small point and shoots. Unfortunately, noise reduction also greatly diminishes 
sharpness so that I keep this feature turned off. 
 
 
A Few Key Tips for Better Photos 
 
Avoid Auto setting as this offers few if any manual controls. Try P which is the same as 
Auto except it gives you real control over White Balance, Exposure Compensation, ISO, 
and other basic settings. If the subject is moving, shoot on T to set shutter speed at 1/200 
or faster (especially if you are zooming). If the subject is three-dimensional, shoot at AV 
to control aperture and depth of focus.  
 
For low-light portraits, turn the flash way down if you have flash adjust or stand back and 
zoom in to avoid overexposed shots. This is so important that I would never buy a camera 
without flash adjust. 
 
Use flash (turned down) in many outdoor shots, even with full-sun, to avoid deep 
shadows and dark faces. Use PhotoShop to brighten shadowed areas. 
 
Switch to Macro setting for all extreme close-ups or they will all be out of focus.  
 
Never FORMAT a card in your camera unless your photos are all backed up as 
FORMAT erases everything permanently.  
 
Recovering Accidentally Deleted Pics is Easy if You Stop Using the Card  
If you accidentally delete a photo, stop using that card until you recover the deleted pic 
using one of the free recovery programs on-line such as “Recuva”.   
 
 
 
**INFO ON RECOMMENDED CAMERAS     [Models*] 
 
 
UNDERWATER* CAMERAS    Not updated since 2012 



Olympus Tough TG2  
($380) / 12 MP / waterproof to 15m / f/2.0-4.9 lens / 25-100mm zoom / minimum focus 
at 1 cm / 1080/30 p video  
 
CONS: noise from lens focusing and zooming mars video mode  
http://www.photographyblog.com/reviews/olympus_tough_tg_2_review/ 
 
 
TINY CAMERAS  
None of these cameras are worth buying. Tiny cameras all suffer from the following: 1) small photo sensors yield blotchy images with 
less sharpness and no low light ability; 2) small, weak flashes; 3) no manual control of shutter or aperture; 4) small, weak batteries 
which average 120-170 pics; 5) no room for buttons so many options are buried in menus.   
 
VERY SMALL CAMERAS  (fit in shirt or jeans pocket) 
 
Sony RX100 / July 2012 / best small camera, along with newer models RX100 ii and 
RX 100 Mark III 
$525 ($450 at Adorama) 20 MP / large 1” sensor / allows great shots up through ISO 800 
and very good quality at ISO 1,600. Reduce the MP setting to get even better results / 
f/1.8-4.9 Zeiss lens / 3.8X zoom (28-100mm)  / 3” LCD with 1 million pixels / full 
manual controls /  HD video / RAW mode / 2” macro minimum / HDR option to improve 
contrast / Sweep Panorama (hold shutter down and sweep camera for seamless panorama)  
SD card / burst mode at 10 fps / 300 shot battery / customizable ring around lens controls 
aperture, shutter speed, ISO, White balance, zoom, etc / no lag time   

CONS: no external charger so make sure to charge extra battery before you go out / ring 
around lens is easy to turn accidentally which spoils your settings / no grip / zoom on 
playback is very slow / bad red-eye (fixable in PhotoShop) / Note: To set menu to return 
to previous setting rather than starting at the beginning, go to "menu start" and set to 
"previous" instead of "top". 

http://www.dcresource.com/reviews/sony/dsc_rx100-review?page=0,3 
 
http://www.dpreview.com/reviews/sony-cybershot-dsc-rx100/ 
 
 
Sony RX100 ii / July 2013 / one of the best compact cameras under $1,000 
$650 / 20 MP / f/1.8-4.9 /  3.6X zoom = 28-100 mm / clean shots through ISO 1,600 & 
decent at 3,200 / this upgrade to RX100 offers 40% better low light focusing / hotshoe for 
external flash / tilting LCD (making the camera a little thicker) / decent video at 1080p at 
24 fps / wifi / external socket for wired remote / 350 shot battery / SD / sweep panorama / 
The function button and the 4-way controller in the rear are easily reprogrammed to give 
direct access to the all-important ISO, Flash Adjust, and White Balance, and allowing 
you to reserve the control ring around the lens for aperture or shutter speed.  
 
CONS: battery must charge in camera unless you buy generic charger / very slippery 
body with no grip (Sony sells a grip attachment for $15) / no macro / poor focus in low 



light / Auto-focus works much better in “”Center-Focus” setting rather than “Flexible 
Spot” / not great for video 
 
http://www.photographyblog.com/reviews/sony_cybershot_dsc_rx100_ii_review/ 
 
http://www.dpreview.com/previews/sony-cybershot-dsc-rx100-m2 
 
 
Sony RX100 Mark iii / July 2014 / best compact camera under $1,000 
$800 Changes from the previous model include a faster lens with less zoom at f/1.8-2.8  
24-70mm (instead of f/1.8-4.9 / 28-200mm); faster Bionz X processor improves video 
quality; pop-up OLED viewfinder; pop-up flash can now be tilted upwards for bounce; 
hot shoe has been eliminated; LCD tilts 180 degrees for selfies; new Lock Auto Focus 
mode adjusts focus while tracking moving subjects;  
 
Canon G7X – copies the Sony RX100 / October 2014 / no reviews yet 
$700 / 20MO / 1” sensor / f/1.8-f2.8 / tilting touch LCD / weak battery at 230 shots so 
buy 2 extras 
 
 
FOUR-THIRD* AND MIRRORLESS* CAMERAS 
 
Note on Olympus lenses. Buying an expensive camera body and adding a cheap kit lens 
is dumb. No 4/3 camera maker has a lot of lenses and most kit lenses have problems with 
speed, sharpness, chromatic aberration, and distortion at the wide end. Olympus makes 
some good prime Micro 4/3 lenses and a good wide angle lens (M Zuiko 9-18 mm, f4-
5.6). Their all-around kit lens – the M. Zuiko 12-50 mm f/3.5-6.3 (equivalent to 24-
100mm) is 1) slow and can’t shoot in low light without a tripod, 2) distorted at the wide 
end, and 3) not the sharpest lens. On the other hands, it’s OK for most users and 
inexpensive if purchased as a kit lens at $300 (vs. full price of $500 purchased alone).  
 
Good Olympus Micro 4/3 lenses 
 
M. Zuiko 17mm f/1.8 ($500) 
 
M. Zuiko 14-42mm f/3.5-5.6 ($?) / Con: slow 
 
M. Zuiko ED 40-150mm f/2.8 Pro ($1,500)   Late fall, 2014 / no reviews yet 
 
M. Zuiko ERD 60mm f/2.8 ($800)   / or consider the much cheaper, equally good 

Panasonic 12mm f/2.0 at $315. It’s just as good a lens.) 
 
http://www.thephoblographer.com/2011/10/04/micro-four-thirds-lens-comparison-
olympus-12mm-f2-vs-panasonic-14mm-f2-5/#.VAtED4KY9SI 
 



M. Zuiko Digital ED 12-40mm F2.8 Pro zoom ($1,000)  / coming in late 2014 / no 
reviews 
 
M. Zuiko Digital ED 40-50mm f/2.8 Pro (coming in late 2014, price unavailable) 
 
 
Good Panasonic Lenses 
 
Panasonic 12mm f/2.0 ($315) – great lens, blazingly fast autofocus, tiny, light 
http://www.stevehuffphoto.com/2011/08/04/the-olympus-e-p3-review-the-new-mirror-
less-flagship-is-a-winner/ 
 
Panasonic 45mm f/1.8 ($400) 
 
 
Olympus E-M5 (2012) 
$1,300 (body only, white, black, or silver) / 16 MP / best in class for a very small 
mirrorless camera /  fast auto-focus /  flash shoe but no built-in flash / 1/4000 sec max 
shutter speed / 9fps / 3” LCD at 610k / weather sealing / 4.8 x 3.5 x 1.7” / 425g with 
battery / little noise up to ISO 3,200 and decent levels at 6,400 / tilting LCD / good 
selection of lenses / CONS: chromatic aberration a problem with 12-50mm kit lens  
http://www.dpreview.com/reviews/olympusem5/22 
 
Olympus PEN E-P5 (2013) /  
$1,000 (body only, white, black, or silver) / 16 MP (same sensor used in E-M5); little 
noise up to ISO 3,200 and decent levels at 6,400 / 3” tilt LCD at 1m / IS / / RAW / 
Manual focus with “peaking display” zoom to check focus / “Live Bulb” mode monitors 
long term exposures / 1/8000 sec shutter speed allows wide open shots in sunlight / 
electronic viewfinder optional but this uses the flash shoe / wifi / choice between in-body 
or in-lens IS / built in flash / external flash shoe / 9 fps / decent battery at 330 pics / 4.8 x 
2.7 x 1/5” / 420g with battery / avoid the kit lens – see above at the top of this section on 
4/3 cameras for info on Olympus and Panasonic 4/3 lenses. 
 
Olympus E-P3 
$800 / 12.3 MP / Fast auto focus / 35 focal points / HD video / avoid the kit lens – see 
above at the top of this section on 4/3 cameras for info on Olympus and Panasonic 4/3 
lenses. 
 
Olympus OM-D E-M 1  
$1,350 body only / 16MP / 4/3 sensor  / built-in image stabilization / no built-in flash but 
comes with tiny, weak, external flash (on the plus side, this little flash can control bigger 
external flashes wirelessly) / maximum shutter speed of 1/8000 allows depth of focus 
shots on bright days / focus peaking (LCD zooms in to check focus) / auto-focus lamp (to 
ensure focus in low light / 3” LCD with 1 million pixels / Noise-free shots up to ISO 
3,200 (daylight) making this a good low-light camera in its class. / 6.5 fps / decent 350 
shot battery / fast autofocus (as long as you are using Olympus Micro Four Thirds lenses) 



497g or 17.5 oz /  big front grip makes camera easy to hold / larger body allows more 
dedicated buttons / mastering all the new options requires a learning curve which may put 
off more casual users / tint option  lets you warm up or cool down live view pics before 
you shoot / automatically corrects lens-specific chromatic aberration in the edges of shots 
/ very well sealed against dust and moisture and works as low as 14°F / EVF info 
switches during portrait orientation so you can read it / wifi with free app allows easy 
uploads to iOS or Android phone or tablet (these devices also  work as remote controls 
for the camera) /   
 
Con: Micro 4/3s lens required for auto-focus in video mode / No built-in flash 
 
Sony NEX 7 
$1,200  or $2,000 with 18-200mm lens (a fine lens) / 24 MP / good video /  / pop-up flash 
/ good IS / noise levels only good through ISO 1,600 / CONS: lousy flash (SONY 
external flashes are mediocre and other flashes require an adaptor)  
 
Fuji X-T1 / Mar 2014 / 4 stars at CNET /  
$1,300 / 16MP / APS-C sensor (larger than Olympus OM-D E-M1) / noise very good 
through ISO 800 and good through 3,200  / great, huge EVF with dual view including 
focus peaking at all times /  top dials for ISO, shutter speed, drive mode, metering, and 
exposure compensation makes for easy manual controls / 6 programmable buttons /  8 fps 
/ weather sealed & cold resistant to 14F /  clip on flash included wifi / optional battery 
grip / beautiful design  
 
CONS: no in-body Image Stabilization like that found on the Olympus OM-D E-M1 /  
you must buy lenses with IS / movie quality is poor (marred with moire and aliasing) / no 
control of manual settings in movie mode /  slow to focus and shoot (.5 sec)/  slow to 
power on (1.5 sec); drive mode switch doesn’t lock and can be easily changed / flash 
adjust is buried in menus ((Shooting Menu 4, Option 5) and cannot be assigned to a 
function button / clip on flash cannot tilt up 
 
Good Fuji Lens for X-System Cameras 
 
Fuji XF 18-135mm f/3.5-5.6 (July 2014)  
Ca. $900 / new IS system saves 5 stops  / their only all-around lens / Con: slow 
http://www.dpreview.com/news/2014/06/16/fujifilm-launches-weather-resistant-xf-18-
135mm-f3-5-5-6-r-lm-ois-wr 
 
Fuji XC 16-50mm f/3.5-5.6 OIS  / July 2013 
$340; image-stabilised; 24-75mm equivalent / Con: slow 
 
Fuji XF 16-55mm f/2.8 R OIS / fall 2014 (stay tuned for reviews)    
 
Fuji XF 50-140 f/2.8 R LM OIS WR / $1,600 / fall 2014 /  (stay tuned for reviews)    
 
 



*SMALL CAMERAS (fit in coat pocket)  
These cameras are large enough to offer stronger flash and battery, better zoom, and 
somewhat larger/better photo sensors.  
 
Sony RX1  
$2,800 / 24 MP / full-frame sensor 35mm / f/2.0 Zeiss lens / shoots up to 25,000 ISO / 
4.5" x 2.7" x 2/7" / 17 oz (482g) / external flash shoe   
CON: no built in flash / no zoom / no interchangeable lenses means this great camera can 
never substitute for a DSLR. This tiny camera is so expensive because it has a full-frame 
sensor and a fine lens. Best for pros and hedge fund managers.  
 
Sony RX10  / Nov 2013 /  
$1,300 / 20MP / 1” CMOS sensor / Zeiss 24-200mm / f2.8 (through the zoom range) / 3” 
LCD / Raw / EVF / no noise through ISO 1,600; little noise at 3,200; decent results at 
6,400) / one of the very best compact cameras for image quality (sharpness & noise) and 
a fast lens  
 
Panasonic Lumix LX100 / October 2014 / no reviews yet 
$900 / 12.8MP /  large 4/3 camera sensor / very fast lens at f/1.7 -2.8 / great manual 
controls / electronic viewfinder / LCD / 11 fps / 4K video / wifi / smart phone control app 
/ flash shoe on top / In low light and sensor size, this great camera overtakes Sony RX100 
but with two big flaws (one fatal in my view) CONS: It’s too big to put in pants pocket 
unlike the Sony. And it has no built in flash which you need for many shots, indoor and 
out. Once you add an external flash, this camera is much bigger than the Sony RX100 
and cannot fit into any pocket easily. A good, small mirorless camera with flash included 
is smaller and more portable.   
 
Nikon Coolpix P7800  
$550 / 12MP / 1/1.7” CMOS sensor / f.2.0-4.0 / 7X zoom (28-200mm) / HD video / 
larger sensor allows low noise through ISO 800  and usable shots at 1600 / 8 fps / 350 
shot battery / tilting 3” LCD with 921,000 pixels / EVF /  full manual controls / flash 
shoe / built-in flash with wireless flash trigger / sweep panorama stitch mode / GPS / Wifi 
/ optional wireless with ML-L3 / comparable to Canon’s G 15 / 399g /  
 
Cons: Raw mode is very slow / defauly sharpness is too soft but can be adjusted 
 
Reviews 
 
Canon G16 
$500 / 12MP / f1.8-f2.8 / 1/1.7” CMOS sensor / Digic 6 processor / 5x zoom (28-140 
mm) / no noise thru ISO 800; little noise through 3,200; even 6,400 is usable / 
comparable to Nikon Coolpix P7800 but faster lens and lower noise levels / focus 
peaking / 356g with battery / battery gets 360 shots / fixed 3” LCD / 1 cm macro / much 
faster autofocus and burst shooting at 10 fps than earlier G models / 1080/60p video /  
CON: viewfinder only shows 75% 
 



http://www.cameralabs.com/reviews/Canon_PowerShot_G16/ 
 
 
POSH COMPACTS – medium sized cameras with big sensors  
 
Canon G1X Mark II / May 2014 / no reviews yet – stay tuned 
$400 / 13 MP / 1.5” sensor (as big as Four Thirds cameras) / touch screen / f/2.0-3.9 / 5 x 
zoom (24-120mm) /  
Con: no viewfinder (separate EVF seems to be an option)  
 
*Sony Alpha 7 (Dec 2013) / a top mirrorless full-frame sensor camera 
$1,700 / full-frame sensor / 3” tilting LCD / 24 MP / 5 fps / low noise through ISO 
12,000 / fast auto focus /  
 
http://www.pocket-lint.com/review/125372-sony-alpha-a7-review 
 
Good Zeiss Lenses for Sony Mirrorless Cameras  
Zeiss 35mm f2.8 
 
Zeiss Touit 50mm f/2.8 
 
Zeiss Sonnar T* FE 55mm f/1.8 ZA ($1,000) / one of the best autofocus lens ever made 
http://petapixel.com/2014/01/30/dxomark-rates-zeiss-55mm-fe-sony-a7a7r-best-
autofocus-lens-ever/ 
 
 
*Sony Alpha 7R  (Dec 2013) 
$2,000 / full-frame sensor / 3” tilting LCD / 36 MP / low noise through ISO 10,000 
CONS: slightly slower autofocus than Alpha 7 
 
Sony Alpha 7S  (July, 2014) 
$2,500 / full-frame sensor / 12 MP / 5 fps / unbelievable low-light ability 
 
http://www.imaging-resource.com/PRODS/sony-a7s/sony-a7sA.HTM 
 
*Sony RX-1  
$2,700 / has full-frame sensor (and price) / 24MP / ISO 100-25,000/ 35mm (no zoom) / 
f/2.0 / min focus distance 14 cm / flash hotshoe / bulb mode / cable release   
http://www.dpreview.com/previews/sony-cybershot-dsc-rx1 
 
 
Fuji FinePix X100 / not yet researched 
$2,000 / mid-size /   
 
Leica X-2 / not yet researched 
$2,000 / mid-size /   



 
Sigma DP-2 Merrill / not researched 
$1,000 / mid-size /   
 
 
DSLR* CAMERAS  
(info on Nikon and Canon lenses follows; info on Canon external flash is included at the 
end of the info on Canon lenses) 
 
Canon, Nikon and Sony make the best DSLRs and tend to have comparable models, 
prices, and image quality (color, sharpness, noise levels). Sony does not have the same 
wide selection of lenses, which is a big drawback. Canon menus are simpler to use than 
Nikon and they have even more lens options. Nikon does better with auto white balance.  
 
External flash / wireless flash 
Moving the flash off the camera allows much more three-dimensional lighting and a 
variety of other options. The newest DSLRS generally have the option to communicate 
wirelessly with external flashes offering wireless communication. An external flash is 
essential to anyone who plans to do more serious portrait photography. So consider 
investing in an external flash (and a camera) with a wireless flash option.  
 
Remote Controls for DSLRS 
A remote control is a lot more effective than a timer or a long shutter cable. Many 
DSLRS offer a wireless remote option but they are often very pricey. The Canon RC-6 
Wireless Remote is a tiny, feather-weight, inexpensive ($20.00) infra-red remote which 
works for most of their DSLRS including Rebel T3 & T4, EOS 60D & 7D, and 5 D Mark 
II & III.  
 
http://www.amazon.com/Canon-RC-6-Wireless-Controller-Digital/dp/B0037NX6JY 
 
Vivitar makes a generic remote for Canons at $6.50. See link in this footnote. ii   
Google your camera and “remote” to see if a generic exists and then check on-line 
reviews. Radio is better than infrared as the latter requires a direct line of sight to camera. 
But sure to cover viewfinder when using a wireless remote as light can filter in from the 
rear and spoil the shot. Read reviews carefully as many generic remotes are junk. The 
Rocketfish Wireless Remote for Nikon DSLRs doesn’t work on many models. 
 
The following link offers a helpful introduction to DSLR cameras  
http://www.dpreview.com/learn/?/Guides/dslr_buying_guide_01.htm 
 
 
TOP DSLRS BY PRICE RANGE  
 
DSLR / see below for info on top models  
Nikon D5100 ($370 with good 18-55mm lens) 
Nikon D5300 ($650 body only; $900 with kit lens) 



Canon T3i ($380)  / still my top budget choice for a serious amateur  
Canon Rebel SL1 ($600) / new in 2013 / much smaller DLSR 
Canon Rebel T5i (same as Canon 700D)  ($600) 
Canon 70D ($1,300) / 2010 
Nikon D7100 / ($1000) / 2013 
Canon 7D Mark II / ($1,800)  October  2014 
 
Full Frame DSLR  
Nikon D610 ($1,580); Canon 6D ($1,5800); Sony Alpha 7 ($1,700) 
Nikon D750 ($2,300) 
Nikon D800, $2,800); Canon 5D Mark III ($2,750) 
Nikon D4 ($6,000) 
Canon 1D-X ($6,800) 
 
 
DSLRS BELOW $1,000.00  
 
Canon Rebel T3i / 2011 / With Nikon D5100, one of the two best, cheap DSLRs  
$375 / 18 MP / Digic 4 microprocessor allows little noise through ISO 3,2000 (even night 
pics at ISO 1,600 are great – note: the Nikon D5100 does a little better in this area) / so-
so 440 shot battery (LP-E8) / 3” vari-angle LCD with 1G pixels / hi-def video mode with 
exposure controls during shooting (one of the best on any DSLR)  / wireless flash option  
(a great feature to improve lighting in portraits) / SD card / 3.7 fps / 95% viewfinder / 
570g /  
 
Cons: Auto white balance is too orange for indoor lighting (solution is to switch to 
Incandescent WB or custom WB or try fixing in Photoshop) / button functions change 
between Viewfinder and Live View / some functions buried in the menu / exposure 
compensation requires holding down one button while rotating the top wheel / default 
sharpness setting needs to be increased or all photos will be soft    
 
Reviews 
http://www.dpreview.com/reviews/Canoneos600d/ 
 
Nikon D5100 / April 2011 / With Canon Rebel T3i, one of the best small, cheap DSLRS  
$370 body / 16 MB / 3” LCD at 921k flips from the side / 4 fps shooting / 11 focus points 
/ full 1080p HD video with 3 options for speed (24, 25, or 30 fps) / external mike input / 
no noise through ISO 3,200 (noise slightly better than Rebel T3i) / 500g 
 
Cons: ISO is not always visible in viewfinder; no live histogram, no depth of field 
preview, no manual exposure in movie mode; user interface not as clear as Canon 
http://www.cameralabs.com/reviews/Nikon_D5100/verdict.shtml 
http://www.dpreview.com/reviews/nikond5100/22 
 
Canon Rebel T51  / also known as EOS 700D  (March 2013) 



$500 / 18 MP / 30% larger than the new Rebel SL1 which allows space for more 
dedicated buttons; decent battery gives  440 shots / 580g / 9 cross type AF points fast 
auto focus / little noise through ISO 6,400 / continuous autofocus in video / tilting flip 3” 
LCD / 5 fps / wireless control of external Canon flashes 
 
Kit Lens Recommendations: the new EF-S 18-55mm f/3.5-5.6 IS STM kit lens is good / 
or try EF-S 18-135mm f/3.5-5.6 IS STM lens for some zoom 
 
Cons: slow auto-focus in Live View  / default sharpness setting needs to be increased or 

all photos will be soft /   
http://www.dpreview.com/news/2013/06/10/Canon-EOS-700D-Rebel-T5i-review 
 
 
Nikon D5300 / Nov  2013  
$665 body / 24 MP / 5 fps / low noise through ISO 6,400 / no auto-focus in body limits 
the lenses you can use / 600 shot battery / wifi / 1080 video / great “advanced beginner” 
DSLR comparable to Canon Rebel T5i. Like all cheaper DSLRs. It lacks more extensive 
manual controls. 530g with battery 
http://www.cameralabs.com/reviews/Nikon_D5300/ 
http://www.dpreview.com/products/nikon/slrs/nikon_d5300 
 
Canon 60D 
$900 / 18 MP, Digic 4 processor / no noise through ISO 1,600 and little noise at 3,200 / 
good battery at 1000 shots with flash / 5 fps / 3” tilting LCD / 1080p video / viewfinder 
shows 96% / 1.6 lbs / wireless control of  Speedlite flash / works with infer-red release / 
as with most Canon DSLRS, the sharpness default needs to be increased 2 notches / avoid 
18-55 kit lens (try the 18-135mm lens) 
 
CONS: Very slow focus using Live View (3-4 secs per shot) (solution is to avoid Live 
View and save battery); White balance is often orange in incandescent light (switch WB 
from Auto to Incandescent) 
http://www.dpreview.com/reviews/canoneos60D 
http://reviews.cnet.com/digital-cameras/canon-eos-60d-body/4505-6501_7-

34157106.html 
 
 
Canon Rebel SL1 / Mar 2013 Canon’s smallest DSLR /also known as Canon EOS 100D 
$600 body /  18 MP / Digic 5 processor / 4 fps / takes full catalogue of 80 Canon EF and 
EF-S lenses / 9 AF points but only 1 cross type / little noise through ISO 6,400 / full 
options using buttons or touchscreen mode (such as tap subject to focus) / 3” LCD with 
1,000 k pixels / optical viewfinder with 95% coverage / built-in flash & hotshoe / small 
battery gets only 380 shots / SD card / 407 g (body) / dedicated ISO button / good build 
quality / continuous autofocus in video / Canon made a new kit lens: 18-55mm f/3.5-5.6 
IS STM  which focuses without any noise in movie mode and is much sharper than the 
earlier kit lens according to the review at “cameralabs” (link below). This is the only 
Canon kit lens worth getting for its quality. Of course, this lens can’t handle low light 



very well and has no real zoom. The Canon 40mm STM f/2.8 Pancake lens does better 
with low light but lacks zoom and wide angle. One decent lens solution is the Canon EF-
S 18-135mm f/3.5-5.6 IS STM  ($420) 
 
Con: The advantage of small size soon disappears when you add a telephoto. You might 
consider getting the Rebel T3i or the new Canon EOS 700D (below) / auto focus is not 
always fast or accurate on regular AF points (in contrast to cross type AF points) but you 
can resolve this by using the touch screen to change focal points. The smaller viewfinder 
does not include grid display or register white balance shifts – use LCD for these effects.   
The small camera may not feel comfortable in large hands. 
 
http://www.cameralabs.com/reviews/Canon_EOS_Rebel_SL1_100D/ 
 
http://www.whatdigitalcamera.com/equipment/reviews/digitalslr/129582/1/canon-eos-
100d-rebel-sl1-review.html 
 
http://www.digitalcamerareview.com/default.asp?newsID=5260&news=canon+eos+rebel
+SL1 
 
 
*Nikon D7100 / April 2013 / crop factor camera 
$920 / 24 MP / 15 cross type AF points / 3.2” LCD at 1.2 m pixels / built-in flash with 
wireless control of up to 3 flashes / hi def 1080 p video / 6 fps / spot white balance in live 
view makes easy custom white balance / front & rear IR receivers / 920 shot battery / 
765g / no noise through ISO 3,200 (somewhat noisy at 6,400) / 100% viewfinder /  dual 
SD card slots / avoid the 18-105 kit zoom if you can afford a faster zoom lens 
 
Con: no aperture control in video / / soft video / small image buffer of 5-6 RAW shots 
severely limits burst shooting in RAW / slow AF in live view live view blanks out the 
LCD momentarily while data is bring written to card / picture quality is about the same as 
cheaper Nikon D5200 
http://www.dpreview.com/reviews/nikon-d7100 
 
http://reviews.cnet.com/digital-cameras/nikon-d7100-body-only/4505-6501_7-
35618193.html?subj=Nikon+D7100+Body+Only&tag=feed&part=cnet 
 
 
 
DSLRS Above $1,000.00    / Not Full-Frame 
 
*Canon 70D ($1,100) / Nov 2013 
$1,300 (body) / 20 mp / Digic 5+ / dual pixel CMOS AF sensor / 19 AF points / flash / 3” 

touchscreen LCD / wifi / 850 shot battery / 755 gm / much faster focus in live 
view than Canon 60D / comparable to Nikon D7100 

Cons: no video with wifi turned on / max video speed is 30 fps 
 



Canon 7D Mark II (Nov 2014) / no reviews yet 
$1,800 (body) / 20MP / fast, dual-pixel auto-focus / 65 AF points, all cross type / 10 fps / 
Digic 6 / GPS / shutter speed from bulb to 1/8000 / 820 G without battery / mike & 
headphone jacks / little noise through ISO ??? (not tested yet) / battery LP-E6N at 670 
shots (also takes earlier battery LP-E6) / good weather & dust sealing 
 
 
SMALL, FULL-FRAME DSLRS / NEW IN 2012 (also see Mirrorless Cameras) 
Late in 2012, smaller, lighter, considerably cheaper full-frame cameras appeared with 
fewer bells and whistles, slightly smaller sensors, and few less megapixels but all of the 
controls a non-professional would want. At $1,000 to $1,400 less than larger, full-frame 
models, they make much more sense for most buyers interested in a full-frame camera. 
 
Nikon D600 / Sept 2012 
$2,100 / 24 MP / ISO is good through 6,400 / 5.5 fps / 39 autofocus points / HD video / 
flash with wireless trigger / 760g 
 
http://www.dpreview.com/previews/nikon-d600 
 
 
Canon 6D / Dec 2012 
$1,500 / 20 MP / Digic 5 processor / 11 autofocus points / ISO to 25,000 / Built in WiFi 
and GPS / somewhat better focusing in dim light than the 5D Mark III / 4 fps / HD video 
/ 97% viewfinder coverage / no flash / 770g 
 
http://www.dpreview.com/products/canon/slrs/canon_eos6d 
 
Sony RX1 (listed above under SMALL CAMERAS) as it packs a full-frame sensor into a 
very small camera for $2,800 
 
 
LARGE FULL-FRAME DSLRS 
 
Note on Full Frame DSLRS 
Full-frame cameras come with “full-frame prices”. These are the large, heavy cameras 
used by professionals with huge sensors which allow shooting in very dim light at ISO 
15,000 and higher with little to no noise. Full-frame cameras are also more expensive 
because they need higher-quality lenses, as explained below. Smaller, lighter, full-frame 
DSLRS include the Nikon D600, Canon 6D, and Sony Alpha 7. 
 
Non-full-frame DSLRs crop the field of view compared to the wider view seen in full-
frame cameras. Full-frame cameras show you the edges of the view which would be 
cropped off on crop-factor cameras. This is a problem with inexpensive lenses which 
generally suffer from softness and chromatic aberrations (color fringing) at the edges.  
 



Full frame cameras also require you to get closer for a close-up which in turn reduces 
depth of focus. In short, the best crop-factor DSLRS have some advantages over the more 
expensive, full-frame cameras. Many lenses which work for a crop-factor camera won’t 
work for full-frame models. Upgrading to a full-frame body means you will have to buy 
new, more expensive lenses.  
 
 
Nikon D750 Sept 2014 
Ca $2,000 (body) / full-frame / 24MP / wifi / tilting 3.2” LCD / 51 AF points including 

15 cross type / 750g / Expeed 4 processor / 6.5 fps / 1080p video with aperture 
control /  

http://www.dpreview.com/previews/nikon-d750 
 
 
Nikon D800 / March 2012 / best camera in its class  
$3,000 / 36 MP / 51 points autofocus / 3.2” LCD  with 921k pixels / wireless flash 
control / CF & SD cards / USB 3 & HDMI connectors / battery takes 900 shots / 35.1 oz 
(996 g) makes this Nikon’s lightest DSLR / The best camera of its class except for the 
rival Canon 5D Mark III which offers better video and faster shooting. 
 
Best DSLR for dynamic range (ability to handle wide range of light and dark in the same 
shot without blowing out the highlights. DXO site gives Nikon D800 a score of 14.4 on 
Dynamic Range while Canon 5D Mark III gets a 11.7.  
 
CONS: video not great; focus is slower in Live View, 4fps 
 
http://www.dpreview.com/reviews/nikon-d800-d800e 
 
http://www.cameralabs.com/reviews/Nikon_D800/ 
 
http://www.photographyblog.com/reviews/nikon_d800_review/ 
 
 
Canon 5D Mark III (April 2012; / best in class after Nikon D800)  
$2,750 / full-frame camera / 23.4 MP / 3.2” LCD at 1 million pixels / 6 fps (3 fps in new 
silent mode) / no noise through ISO 6,400 and little noise through ISO 20,000 (shots in 
dim light through ISO 12,800 are good) / 61-point Auto Focus / excellent video with 
exposure control and virtually no noise through ISO 3200 / video clips limited to 30 min / 
headphone port for audio monitoring / battery takes 950 shots / CF & SD cards / HDR 
mode to increase dynamic range /  100% viewfinder / dual axis level / no built in flash 
(uses external flash) /  950 g / works with EF lenses, not EF-S lenses / with Live View 
and White Balance set to K, the top wheel adjusts the blue-red spectrum to get the right 
color – much simpler than the multiple steps using a Grey Card / Get the Canon RC-6 
Wireless Remote – an infrared remote with a 16 foot range requiring direct sight line to 
front of camera ($21) 
 



CONS: USB 2 / no built in flash / cannot handle wireless flash so you must buy a 
transmitter (try the Phottix Odin Wireless TTL Flash Trigger Set); dynamic range (ability 
to handle wide range of light and dark in the same shot) is inferior to Nikon D800. 
(Blown highlights can be fixed later but only if you shoot in RAW.) 
 
http://www.the-digital-picture.com/Reviews/Canon-EOS-5D-Mark-III-DSLR-Camera-
Review.aspx 
 
http://www.photographyblog.com/reviews/canon_eos_5d_mark_iii_review/conclusion/ 
 
http://www.imaging-resource.com/PRODS/canon-5d-mkiii/canon-5d-mkiiiA.HTM 
 
 
Canon 1DX (new in April 2012 / Canon’s top camera) 
$6,700 / 18 MP / Digic 5 allows no noise thru ISO 51,000 / 12 fps / HD video / 61 point 
AF points with 41 cross-type AF points (best AF system of any Canon); 12 fps (makes 
for great wildlife and sports camera),  
 
http://www.fredmiranda.com/1dx-review/ 
 
 
Nikon D4, (new spring 2012 / Nikon’s top camera) 
$6,000 / 16 MP / 11 fps / no noise thru IS 12,800 / HD video /  
Best full-frame DSLR  - period. 
 
 
PRELIMINARY NOTE ON LENSES  
A good lens is just as important as a good body if you want high quality results. If you 
want razor sharp photos with little to no color fringing, soft corners, and dark corners, 
you’ll need to spend $1,000+ per lens. The good news is that most 8 x 10 photos won’t 
show these defects. Except for two lenses under NOT RECOMMENDED, the lenses 
listed below are all either good (under $600) or great ($900-2,000).  
 
How to Choose the Right Lens 
Note that Canon full-frame cameras like the 5D Mark III only take EF lenses. EF-S 
lenses only work on smaller, crop-factor DSLRs like the Canon Rebel series.  
 
Consider your needs before buying a lens or you’ll be selling it on ebay for half the price 
a few months later. If you do a lot of landscape or architecture, you’ll need something 
which goes down to 18 or 20mm on the wide end.  (Architecture deserves a separate wide 
angle lens). If you plan lots of group shots, you’ll need something which goes down to 
24mm or you won’t be able to fit everyone in without standing far away. Better wide 
angle also lets you get much closer, improving detail. If you want close-ups of heads at 
weddings and parties, you’ll need a good zoom of 100mm-200 though you might be able 
to get by with Canon’s excellent 24-70mm L lens. (An IS version is coming in 2014). 
Animal shots on safari will require 300mm zoom minimum. Video work benefits from a 



new Canon STM lens which refocus silently while older lenses make a grinding noise 
disturbing the sound recording. Low light photography without flash requires a “fast” 
lens with f/2.8 or lower. (“Fast” or “slow” in a lens refers to the lowest aperture number.) 
An f/2.8 can shoot in half as much light as one which only goes down to f/4 and is crucial 
for weddings. For a fast lens to have good zoom, the lens must be wide and heavy to let 
in more light. Fast lenses with good zoom are large, heavy and very expensive. So make 
sure to look at any lens before buying it. A lens with a single aperture (prime lenses) 
yield the sharpest images but has no zoom flexibility. These are used more by 
professionals doing studio work and weddings (with multiple cameras).  
 
 
LENS* RENTALS               LENSES* 
www.borrowlenses.com 
 
Top All-Around, Light, Budget Lens for Amateurs with Crop-Factor DSLRS 
Sigma 18-200mm f/3.5-6.3 DC OS HSM / 2014 / $400 / see info below 
 
 
PRELIMINARY NOTE ON LENSES  
A good lens is just as important as a good body if you want high quality photos with little 
to no color fringing and sharp detail across the image. Such lenses generally cost $900+. 
The good news for budget-minded amateurs is that less-expensive lenses ($400-$600) 
offer good results.   
 
A lens with a single aperture and no zoom (prime lens) yields the sharpest images but 
gives up the flexibility of zooming. Prime lenses are preferred by professionals who carry 
two or more bodies with different lenses allowing them to cover various ranges while 
maintaining the highest sharpness offered by the best primes.  
 
How to Choose the Right Lens 
Consider your needs before buying a lens or you’ll be selling it on ebay.  
 
Some lenses work only on full frame cameras, others on crop-factor DSLRS, and some 
on both. Note that Canon full-frame cameras like the 5D Mark III only take EF lenses 
(with a few exceptions). EF-S lenses only work on smaller, crop-factor DSLRs like the 
Canon Rebel series. Mirrorless cameras require their own lenses which don’t work on 
DSLRs. 
 
Low light photography without flash requires a “fast” lens with a low aperture of f/2.8 or 
lower. A “fast” or “slow” lens refers to the lowest aperture number. An f/2.8 lens can 
shoot in half as much light as a lens with a low aperture of f/3.5 and is necessary for 
weddings and darker interiors where flash is forbidden. The minimum aperture at the 
telephoto end of a zoom lens is almost always higher, requiring even more light to shoot. 
Thus an 18-200 mm, f/3.5-5.6 lens allows shooting only down to f/3.5 at the wide end of 
the lens and only down to f/5.6 at the telephoto end.  
 



For a “fast” f2.8 lens to have any real zoom (135-200mm), the lens must be wide to let in 
more light. Such lenses are always large, heavy and expensive. Be sure to hold any lens 
before buying it.  
 
For most amateurs, I recommend an all-around zoom of 18-200mm since this offers good 
wide angle and decent telephoto. None of these less expensive lenses go below f3.5. 
(Sigma makes the best lens of this kind for Nikon and Canon - see below.) Specialized 
photography such as sports and wildlife require zooms reaching up to 300, 400, or 
500mm while landscape and architecture photography requires a wide-angle lens going 
down to 10 or 12mm (for crop factor cameras) or 16 or 18mm (for full frame cameras 
which already offer a much wider view).  
 
 
SIGMA LENSES  
Since 2010, Sigma has produced high quality, relatively inexpensive lenses for Canon, 
Nikon, Sony and Pentax bodies whose sharpness and brightness rival or surpass much 
more expensive lenses by Canon and Nikon. Sigma lenses also come with a four year 
warranty vs. 1 year warranties from Canon and Nikon. My top pick for an all-around lens 
(18-200mm) for crop factor DSLRS is a Sigma, listed below. So is my top pick for 
35mm, 50mm, and 80mm prime lenses for full-frame cameras. Rumors in Aug 2014 
suggest Sigma may produce a full-frame, 24-70 f2.0 HSM OS lens, a full stop lower than 
any other 24-70mm lens for full-frame cameras, and it will be smaller and cheaper than 
Canon’s equivalent lens.  
 
Sigma Lenses for Crop-Factor DSLRS with APS-C Sensors  / comes with Nikon, 
Canon, Pentax, or Sony mounts and offers 4 year warranty in the US. 
 
Sigma 18-35mm f/1.8 DC HSM Art / July 2013 / $800 / won lens of the year for 2013 / 
no IS / min focus 11” /  810 g (28.6 oz) / 72 mm filter size / minimal focus 11” / This lens 
is $700 cheaper than the comparable Nikon or Canon lenses / con: heavy 
 
*Sigma 18-200mm f/3.5-6.3 DC OS HSM lens / April 2014 / $400 / for cameras with 
APS-C sensors / This 2014 lens redesigns the flawed Sigma 18-200mm lens from 2008 / 
the best all-around, light, budget lens for amateurs / 430g or 15 oz /  Lighter by 30%, 
shorter by 16%, and cheaper than the Canon equivalent / sharpness is best at f3.5-f8 / 
some corner softness as with all such lenses but this lens is either equal to or sharper than 
any comparable lens / good image stabilization gains 2-3 stops / unusual minimum focal 
distance of 14” or 39cm / some barrel distortion at wide end (18-22mm) and moderate 
pincushion (inward-curving lines) from 28-200 mm – both barrel and pincushion can be 
corrected with Photoshop / chromatic aberration a problem with periphery at 18 mm but 
tapers off toward 80 mm before returning a little by 200mm / little flare at 18 mm even 
when shooting into the sun  / filter size 62mm / 7 blade aperture produces moderate 
bokeh / CONS: Auto-focus is not super fast  / small manual focus ring rotates during 
auto-focus so avoid touching this ring to prevent damaging auto-focus gears 
 



http://www.camerastuffreview.com/sigma-lens-review/sigma-18-200mm-contemporary-
review 
 
http://www.pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,2455010,00.asp 
 
Sigma 18-300mm f/3.5-6.3 DC Macro OS HSM ($800) October 2014 – no reviews yet 
 
 
Sigma Lenses for Full-Frame Canon, Nikon, Sony, and Pentax 
 
Sigma 35mm f/1.4 EX DG HSM  (Sept 2012) $900  for full frame DSLRs / 5 star lens / 
very sharp even to the corners at f 1.4 / much cheaper and better than any equivalent f/1.4 
Nikkor lens / comes in versions for Nikon, Canon, Sony, and Pentax / Minimum focus 
12” / 67mm filter / Cons: big and heavy (665 g) 
 
http://www.dpreview.com/lensreviews/sigma-35mm-f1-4-dg-hsm 
 
 
Sigma 50mm f/1.4 DG HSM Art lens / $950 / Released in May 2014 / best 50mm lens 
other than the $4,000 Zeiss Otus / reengineered version of the 2008 Sigma 50 mm f/1.4 
EX DC HSM / corners are fairly sharp at f1/4 and very sharp at f 1.8 / minimal distortion 
/ focus 15.7” / some vignetting at f/1.4 but none by f4 /  CON: no IS, big for a 50 mm and 
heavy (1.85 lbs - 815 g)  
 
http://www.dpreview.com/lensreviews/sigma-50mm-f1-4-dg-hsm 
 
http://www.the-digital-picture.com/Reviews/Sigma-50mm-f-1.4-DG-HSM-Art-Lens.aspx 
 
Sigma AF 85mm f/1.4 EX DG HSM / 2010 / $890 / 11.2 oz / 317 g / best 85mm prime 
for the money – about half as expensive as equivalent Canon and Nikon prime lenses / 
center not as sharp as very expensive Canon 85mm f1.2L. The Sigma corners are 
somewhat soft at f1.4 but sharpen up well by f/4 / great lens for portraits and weddings 
with good bokeh / much lighter than Canon equivalent and focuses faster 
 
Sigma 150-600mm Sport ($2,000), coming in October, 2014 
 
Sigma 150-600mm Contemporary, coming in October, 2014 
 
 
LENSES FOR NIKON    
[Sigma also makes high-quality lenses for Canon and Nikon bodies. In many cases, these Sigma lenses are 
better, cheaper, and lighter. See the section on Sigma lenses above.]  
 
DFX means full-frame camera. DX means smaller, crop-factor DSLR such as the Nikon 
D40 through D300. The newer Nikkor lenses offer Vibration Reduction (VR) which 
gives you up to 4 extra aperture stops. That means you can shoot handheld in 8 times less 
light.  



 
http://www.cameralabs.com/lenses/Latest_DSLR_Lens_reviews.shtml 
 
Nikkor AF-S 18-35mm f/3.5-4 5G ED / ($700) light, small, inexpensive 
 
Nikkor AF-S 50mm f/1.8G / $220 / 185g / for FX and DX DSLRs / very sharp in center 
but sharpness in corners requires f/2.8 or higher / good bokeh / great value for price / 
CONS no IS and no corner sharpness below f/2.8 
http://www.cameralabs.com/reviews/Nikon_Nikkor_AF-S_50mm_f1-8G/verdict.shtml 
 
Nikkor AF-S 50mm f/1.4G / $440 / has silent focusing motor / sharp at center but corners 
are not sharp until f2/8 or higher 
 
Nikkor 18-55mm  f/3.5-5.6 DX 
 
Nikkor AF-S DX ED VR, 16-85 mm, f3.5-5.6 / $700 
http://www.cameralabs.com/reviews/Nikkor_DX_16-85mm_VR/verdict.shtml 
 
Nikkor 18-105mm f/3.5-5.6 $400 
 
Nikkor GVR, 18-200 mm, f.3.5-5.6G ED VR II / $850 / newer version of earlier lens / 
best Nikkor all-around lens for Nikon DX or crop-factor cameras but now surpassed by 
the 2014 Sigma lens which costs $400. Also see the new Nikkor 70-300mm below. 
 
Nikkor 28-300mm f/3.5-5.6 GED VR 
 
Nikon 70-300mm f/4.5-5.6G ED-IF AF-S VR / for crop factor and full-frame cameras.  
$600 / good build / excellent image quality (surpasses the Nikkor 18-200mm) / 26.3 oz  / 
CONS:  bigger, heavier, 
http://www.cameralabs.com/reviews/Nikkor_70-300mm_VR/verdict.shtml 
 
 
Nikkor 70-200mm f/4 G ED VR $1,300   full frame lens 
 
 
LENSES FOR CANON (* recommended)  
http://www.cameralabs.com/lenses/Latest_DSLR_Lens_reviews.shtml 
 
http://www.the-digital-picture.com/reviews/ 
 
[Sigma also makes high-quality lenses for Canon and Nikon bodies. In many cases, these Sigma lenses are 
better, cheaper, and lighter. See the section on Sigma lenses above.]  
 
Canon EF-S 18-200mm f3.5-5.6 IS USM – $600, a good all-around lens but surpassed in 
size, wright, and price by new 2014 Sigma 18-200mm f/3.5-6.3 DC OS HSM lens which 
weighs 30% less and costs $400 
 



Canon EF 28-300 f/3.5-5.6 L IS USM – big zoom, relatively fast lens. CONS: huge, 
heavy (1,670 g), expensive ($2,300), and no wide angle.  
 
Inexpensive All-Around Lenses Under $600.00  
 
Canon EF-S 18-135 f3.5-5.6 IS STM $550 (new Oct 2012) / good all-around lens with 
good wide angle and decent telephoto, improved IS, silent autofocus during video, image 
quality is good through the aperture range (with a little chromatic aberration); 1 foot 
macro minimum, 480g / The new 2014 Sigma 18-200mm is cheaper ($400), lighter, 
offers better telephoto, and is just as sharp. 
http://www.steves-digicams.com/camera-reviews/canon/ef-s-18-135mm-f35-56-is-

stm/canon-ef-s-18-135mm-f35-56-is-stm-review.html 
 
Canon EF 18-200 mm, f/3.5-5.6 USM IS / $600 / 2008 / good all-around lens but 
surpassed by the 2014 Sigma 18-200mm which is 30% lighter, 33% cheaper ($400) and 
just as sharp.  
http://www.cameralabs.com/reviews/Canon_EF-S_18-200mm_IS/ 
 
Canon EF 35mm f/2 IS / new Nov 2012 / $290 / for crop and full-frame cameras / light 
(335g), fairly sharp, inexpensive, not as good as the 35mm USM L lens but much cheaper 
Cons: noisy auto focus / may overexpose but this is easily fixed by reducing exposure 
compensation / colors may be muted so adjust in-camera saturation as needed 
 
Canon EF 50mm f/1.4 / $340 / for full-frame cameras / the larger core is sharp at f/1.8 
while corners are sharp at f/2.8 and higher /  289 g / min focus distance 17” /  In 2014, 
Canon may introduce an IS version of this lens. Or consider one of these: 1) Sigma 
50mm f/1.4 DG HSM Art (new Mar 2014 Price TBA);  2) Sigma 35mm f/1.4 EX DG 
HSM ($900), a 5-star lens listed above   
 
Canon EF-S 55-250mm f/4-5.6 IS STM / new in late September 2013 / minimum focal 
distance 2.8 ft / $350 / not reviewed yet but worth considering after reviews come in 
 
 
Premium Lenses / good in low light, sharper pics, less color fringing, less corner 

softness and darkening (vignetting) 
 
*Canon EF 50mm f/1.2 L USM / $1,600 / low light lens for full-frame cameras / corners 
reasonably sharp at f2.0 & very sharp at f2.8 / strong vignetting at f1.2 and some at f1.4 
 
*Canon EF-S 17-55 mm f/2.8 IS USM   $1,000 / 645g / min. focal distance 14” / fast, 
very sharp, 5 stars, some vignetting at 17-20 mm, esp with blue sky backgrounds; very 
sharp thru f16 / avoid the wide end which has heavy barrel distortion / [Great for 
portraits, landscape, and art photography: Con: no telephoto and won’t work with full-
frame bodies. This lens is harder to find. 
http://www.the-digital-picture.com/Reviews/Canon-EF-S-17-55mm-f-2.8-IS-USM-Lens-
Review.aspx 



 
*Canon EF 24-70mm f/2.8 L USM / $1,300 / 950g / even better all-around lens than the 
17-55mm for image quality, and speed. This lens is significantly larger in size and weight 
(950g vs. 645g). Great for weddings, sports, photojournalism, flower close-ups – not 
quite as good for landscape (24mm vs. 17mm). See review in link below.  An IS version 
of this lens may appear in 2015. 
http://www.the-digital-picture.com/Reviews/Canon-EF-24-70mm-f-2.8-L-USM-Lens-
Review.aspx 
 
*Canon EF 24-70mm f/2.8 L II USM / $2,100 / an upgrade in image quality, size, weight 
(805g), macro ability (15 inch minimum focal distance), and weather proofing 
 
*Canon EF 24-70mm f/4L IS USM / Dec 2012 / $1,000 / IS saves 4 stops / light, 
compact, also works as macro at 0.2m min focal distance 
 
*Canon  EF 24-105mm f4 L IS USM / $920 / 670g / Pros: small and light with good wide 
and decent zoom / Cons: slow lens needs more light which is no problem with full-frame 
camera allowing high ISOs; barrel distortion through 24-40mm (correctable in 
Photoshop).  
http://www.the-digital-picture.com/Reviews/Canon-EF-24-105mm-f-4-L-IS-USM-Lens-
Review.aspx 
 
Canon EF 85mm f/1.8 USM / $400 / very good sharpness (esp at f/2.8 and higher), small 
and light (15 oz); inexpensive, good for dark interiors like weddings but not versatile vs. 
the big, heavy, expensive Canon EF 70-200 mm (below) 
 
Canon EF 135mm f/2.0 L USM / $1,000 / very sharp even in corners; light (26 oz, 750 
g); good for sports and church weddings but not versatile; try the big, heavy, expensive 
Canon EF 70-200 mm (below) 
 
 
Telephoto  (also see some all-around lens above) 
 
*Canon EF 70-200 mm, f/2.8 L IS II USM / $2,300 / 1,490g /  new in 2010 / perhaps the 
top rated lens in its zoom range; great for events including weddings and sports, portraits 
(not groups); Cons: big, heavy, expensive  – see review below 
http://www.the-digital-picture.com/Reviews/Canon-EF-70-200mm-f-2.8-L-IS-II-USM-
Lens-Review.aspx 
 
Canon EF 70-200 mm, f/4.0 L IS USM / $1,200 / 760g / smaller, twice as light, & $800 
cheaper than the 70-200 mm, f/2.8 L IS II but needs more light like all smaller lenses – 
not a problem when used with a full frame camera allowing high ISOs. 
 
Canon EF 70-300 mm f/4.5-5.6 IS USM / $640 
 



*Canon EF 70-300mm f/4-5.6 L IS USM /  $1,450  ($1,225 at Abes) / 1,050g / (Nov 
2010) / light, better IS saves 4 stops / great new zoom  
 
*Canon EF 100-400mm f/4.6-5.6L IS USM  / $1,650  / works on both full-frame and 
crop-factor DSLRS / excellent image and build quality / 1,380 g / push-pull zoom /  lens 
goes to f/5 at 130mm and f/5.6 at 250mm / min focal distance 5 feet 9” / weather sealing 
only partial / main CON is strong vignetting (darkened corners) toward the long end of 
the zoom on a full frame body  
 
http://www.the-digital-picture.com/Reviews/Canon-EF-100-400mm-f-4.5-5.6-L-IS-
USM-Lens-Review.aspx 
 
*Canon EF 28-300 f/3.5-5.6 L IS USM / $2,300 / 1,670g / minimum focal distance 27.5” 
/ fantastic all-in-one zoom lens / push-pull zoom   
http://www.the-digital-picture.com/Reviews/Canon-EF-28-300mm-f-3.5-5.6-L-IS-USM-
Lens-Review.aspx 
 
Canon EF 300mm, f/2.8 L IS USM / $3,750   
 
Canon EF 400mm, f/2.8 L IS USM / $7,100   
 
Canon EF 200-400 f/4L IS USM with built-in 1.4 teleconverter  $12,000  May 2013 
 
 
Wide Angle / (reviews at the link below) 
http://www.the-digital-picture.com/Reviews/Canon-Zoom-Lens-Reviews.aspx 
 
Sigma 18-35mm f/1.8 DC HSM / $900 / for crop-factor cameras / coming in late 2014 / 

faster and cheaper than any Nikon or Canon equivalent lens – stay tuned for 
reviews 

Canon EF 24 mm, f/1.4L USM / $1,000 
Canon EF 24mm f/1.4 L  USM / $1,735 / new Aug 2008 
Canon EF 35 mm, f/1.4 L USM / $1,400 / gets great reviews 
*Canon EF-S 10-22 mm wide angle / f/3.5-4.5 / $815.00   (good, “inexpensive” wide 

angle for smaller, crop-factor DSLRS like the Rebel series) 
*Canon EF 14 mm f/2.8 L II USM / $2,200 
*Canon EF 17-40mm f/4L USM / $740 – Canon’s best, “inexpensive” wide angle for 

full-frame cameras, small and light 
*Canon EF 16-35 mm f2/8 L II USM / $1,600 / needs expensive “Slim UV Filter” to 

reduce vignetting / Canon’s 2nd best zoom wide angle 
*Canon Super Wide Angle EF 14mm f2.8 L II USM / $2,200 / Canon’s best zoom wide 

angle 
 
Macro 
Canon EF-S 60 mm Macro USM, f/2.8 / $340.00 / min focal distance 8” / for crop-factor 

cameras (Rebel series) 



Canon EF 100 mm, f/2.8 IS USM Macro USM / $600 / 600g / min focal distance 6” / 
best Canon macro for the money / fast, accurate AF / focus limiter switch / very 
sharp even with lens wide open; corners sharpen even more when stopped down / 
No IS makes tripod necessary in lower light 

Canon EF 100 mm, f/2.8 L IS USM Macro USM / $1,000 / min focal distance 6” / very 
sharp through the corners even wide open though stopping down a little improves 
corners / fast, accurate AF / IS allows shooting hand held. 

 
Not Recommended 
Canon EF 28-200 mm, f/3.5-5.6 USM IS / $450 / images are soft; corners are blurry; 
terrible barrel distortion thru 40mm; serious pin cushion distortion from 50-200mm; 
serious color fringing  
http://www.the-digital-picture.com/Reviews/Canon-EF-28-200mm-f-3.5-5.6-USM-Lens-
Review.aspx  
 
Canon EF-S 18-55mm, f3.5 kit lens sold on many Rebel cameras. Don’t confuse this 
mediocre lens with the excellent 17-55mm f2.8 listed under Premium Lenses below) 
Canon EF 20mm f2.8 USM / suffers from soft edges and purple overcast 
 
POLARIZING FILTER* 
A “circular” polarizing filter is an absolute must for landscape photography if you want 
blue sky, dramatic clouds, green vegetation, saturated colors, and reduced reflections and 
glare in water photos. A polarizing filter is used on the right in the two sets of sample 
photos below taken from the wiki entry.  
 

 
 
 

 



 
Polarizing filters have two separate pieces of glass. Rotate the outer piece to alter the 
polarizing effect which depends on the subject’s angle to the sun. Be careful not to make 
the effect too strong. Used on a wide angle lens (wider than 28mm), a PF may yield 
uneven darkening in blue sky. You can’t use a PF when stitching together a panorama as 
the polarized light varies across the field of vision and the sections of sky will not match.  
 
Remember to get a filter with the same diameter as your lens (or the UV filter covering 
your lens).  
 
B+W makes great polarizing filters in a variety of affordable price ranges. Avoid cheap 
filters as they fall apart quickly. The following are three good filters for a 77mm diameter 
lens. Extra thin filters are more expensive but eliminate vignetting (shadows in the 
corners)  
  
B+W 77mm Kaesemann Circular Polarizer MRC Filter / $117 
 
B + W 77mm Wide Angle Circular Polarizer Multi Coated Thin Glass Filter,  
$180 / better for wide angle lenses where blue sky distortion is a problem 
 
B + W 77mm Kaesemann Circular Polarizer Filter in Wide Angle Slim Mount, MRC 
Coated Glass. $200  
 
For more info on polarizing filters and sample photos, see these links. 
http://www.luminous-landscape.com/tutorials/polarizers.shtml 
 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polarizing_filter_(photography) 
 

 
FLASHES FOR CANON AND NIKON DSLRS   / Flash* Flashes* 
Flashes with tilt swivel heads allow you to angle the flash up at a low white ceiling or 
sideways at a white wall to get a more three-dimensional effect. External flashes also 
allow you to avoid the annoying pre-shot flashing of Canon DSLRs’ built-in flash which 
is used to focus in dark settings. Most but not all Canon external flashes override that 
focusing system with a much less intrusive red beam. Nikon DSLRs use the red beam 
method.  
 
Wireless flash is far superior as it allows you to move the flash to the side for a much 
more three-dimensional look and more dramatic shadows. Wireless flash is either optical 
(infra-red) or radio. Wireless optical flash is limited in three ways. The flash must be 
close to the camera (15 feet), in a direct sight line with the front of the camera, and used 
in dim to moderate light as direct sunlight on the external flash can blind it. Radio 
wireless is much better as the external flash can be placed anywhere within 30-100 
meters of the camera depending on the master flash / transmitter used.  
 



Some DSLRS such as the Nikon D90, D300, and D7000 have built in optical wireless 
flash. The Canon 5D Mark III has no wireless capacity so you must buy a wireless master 
flash and a second, “slave” flash, or a radio transmitter and small, wireless receivers 
which attach to any Canon flash. Canon’s wireless radio flash (Speedlite 600EX-RT) has 
a limited range of 30m and works as a radio transmitter with no older models (though it 
does offer an optical transmitter option which cannot be mixed and matched). One good 
solution is the more versatile Phottix Odin Wireless TTL Flash Trigger Set listed below, 
in Canon and Nikon versions. It transmits radio signals up to 100m and works with all 
Canon Speedlight EX flashes through receivers (ca. $130 each) attached to each flash. .  
 
For extra power on a flash, consider a battery grip attached to the bottom of the camera or 
a portable battery pack. The cheapest such pack is the Canon CPE4  ($145) which takes 8 
AA batteries (use 2900 mah rechargeables). While this plastic case and cable are 
overpriced, they’re much cheaper than the real battery packs used by professionals 
starting at $400. 
 
Nikon SB-700 Flash, $327  
http://cameras.pricegrabber.com/hotshoe-flashes/Nikon-SB-700-TTL-AF-Shoe-
Mount/m810626228.html/search=nikon%2Bsb-700 
This flash has AF assist light and works as Master wireless flash to command 1 or 2 
remote flashes. It also works as external slave flash with some Nikons such as the D90, 
D300, and D7000 when the camera flash mode is set to “Command”. This flash comes 
with a diffuser dome, filters for tungsten & fluorescent, a soft case, and a plastic stand to 
attach flash to a tripod or to set upright on a flat surface.)  
 
http://flashraw.com/review-nikon-sb-700-speedlight 
 
Phottix Odin Wireless TTL Flash Trigger for Nikon and Flash Receiver for Nikon 
$459 This new (July 2012) wireless flash transmitter and receiver system controls up to 3 
external flashes each with their own setting (adjusted on the transmitter), uses radio 
signals with no direct sight line needed, and offers an unparalleled range up to 100 
meters. (For professionals, it allows very high speed synch.). A similar system exists for 
Canon (below).  
 
Canon Speedlite 430EX II  
$300  With tilt-swivel head and auto-focus assist beam, this flash is perfect for most 
amateur needs. If you need wireless, try the next two below or get the Phottix Odin 
Wireless system (below) 
 
Canon Speedlite 580EX-2 
$380 external flash with tilt-swivel head, auto-focus assist beam (overrides flickering of 
built-in-flash on Canon cameras), and wireless option. This flash can be used as master 
flash on your camera where it wirelessly triggers one or more external “slave flash” up to 
49 feet away outdoors. It can also be a wireless external flash if your DSLR has wireless 
master flash capability (like the Canon 7D) or if you buy a Canon ST-E2 wireless 
transmitter – a lightweight device attached to your camera uses infrared light to trigger 



slave flash(es). (Infra-red requires a direct sight line and works only up to 15 feet.)Not all 
flashes will work as slave flashes so check first..  
 
Canon Speedlite 600EX-RT (Mar 2012) 
$600 external flash which works wirelessly using radio transmission or infrared. Cons: no 
auto-assist beam; no mixing of radio and optical wireless simultaneously – you must use 
radio OR optical. The Phottix Odin system below is more powerful and flexible. 
 
http://learn.usa.canon.com/resources/articles/2012/speedlite_600exrt_radio_basics.s

html 
 
Phottix Odin Wireless TTL Flash Trigger Set for Canon (new in Mar 2012) 
$350 for a transmitter and receiver with additional receivers priced at $130. Phottix also 
sells a transmitter and two receivers for $440). The Phottix Odin system turns any Canon 
flash into a wireless radio flash through an attached receiver. The transmitter controls up 
to 3 flashes each with their own setting (adjusted on the transmitter), uses radio signals 
with no direct sight line needed, and offers an unparalleled range up to 100m. (For 
professionals, it allows very high speed synch.) See the following review. 
 
http://photo.net/equipment/phottix/odin/ttl-flash-trigger-review/ 
http://steelevisions.com/blog/phottix-odin/ 
 
 
Tripods* Tripod* 
 
http://www.digitalcameraworld.com/2013/05/14/how-to-choose-the-best-tripod-10-
things-photographers-should-look-for/ 
 
http://www.dpreview.com/articles/2812431567/five-of-the-best-tripods-for-under-450 
 
Tripods with no central column are more stable and can reduce vibration and image blur. 
If using a tripod with a central column, try to shoot with legs at a wide stance and the 
central column down.  
 
Inexpensive, Light Tripods 
Having inspected 75 tripods at B&H Photo in New York, I can recommend the following 
models priced between $30-$120 for the amateur photographer who wants a cheap, light, 
study tripod with a quick-release, three-way pan head. (If you have more than one 
camera, buy an extra quick-release plate.) Avoid tripods taller than you as this adds 
weight without utility. If possible, try before buying.  
 
Velbon DF-40 / 57” tall / 2.6 lbs / $30.00 
Velbon DF-50 / 59.5” tall  / 3.2 lbs / $45.00. 
Velbon DF-60 / 63.5” tall (51.5” tall w. column down) collapsed 25” / 4 lbs / $55.00  
 



Tiny table tripods are made by Sunpak, Canon, and other companies and sell for $10.00 
at B&H. I recommend the Sunpak 2003 Pocket Tripod. 
 
 
3 Pound Quality Tripods  
 
Velbon Ultra Rexi L / collapses to 14” yet expands quickly to 60” tall / bottom of central 
column unscrews to allow very low shooting / supports 8 lbs / legs splay to three 
positions / 2.8 lbs / 4.1 lbs with PH-157Q pan head /  $185 with no head / $240 with PH-
157Q pan head / My first choice for cost, weight, size, sturdiness, and stability 
http://www.ephotozine.com/article/velbon-ultra-rexi-l-tripod-review-16157 
 
Velbon UT-43D / won best accessory prize in 2012 / legs fold up to 11” collapsed yet 
61” tall / 2.5 lbs / central column does not retract / legs splay out for lower shots with 
very low angle possible by folding two legs up / supports 4.4 lbs / $200 
http://www.ephotozine.com/article/velbon-ultrek-ut-43d-tripod-review-16820 
Cons: lack of retraction for central column diminishes stability 
 
Benro Transfunctional Travel Angel A0691T folds down to 16” and 2.9 lbs with no head 
/  legs fold back to 180 degrees / 51” tall with column down / 60.6” with column up / 
twist locks / one leg detaches to become a monopod / central column hook allows 
weights to increase stability / supports 13 lbs / / $240 with B00 ball head  
Cons: ball head creep; BOO head not easy to hand tighter or release and is too small for 
large DSLRS so get a different head; unsteady in wind; monopod is very short 
 
Velbon GEO E-530 / 46” tall with central column down / reversible central column for 
low shooting / legs splay / 2.8 lbs / $300 (no head) 
 
Velbon Ultra LUXi-L / folds down to 15 inches; 63” tall / legs splays out to 7” tall / good 
for smaller DSLRS, not full-frame cameras / 3 lbs/  $180 
 
 
Four-Five Pound Quality Tripods  
 
Vangard Alta Pro 263AT / won 2009 best accessory award / 52” high with center column 
down or 65” high when raised / 25” collapsed / retractable hook at base of central column 
/ central column inverts and also angles out sideways at any angle in seconds / legs splay 
to 6” height / flip locks / ballast bag / 4.4 lbs with no head  / 5.4 with pan head / try PH 32 
Pan head / $210 
http://photography-on-the.net/forum/showthread.php?t=887772 
 
http://thewirecutter.com/reviews/the-best-tripod-for-most-people-is-the-vanguard-alta-
pro-263at/ 
 
Induro Alloy AT213 Tripod / adjustable leg angles for low shooting / reversible center 
column / twist locks / 56.7” tall with center column down / 4.4 lbs / $150 



 
Manfrotto 294 Series (variety of sizes) / adjustable leg angles for low shooting / 58” tall 
(with central column down) / flip locks / 4.2 lbs / $150 
 
Really Right Stuff TVC-34L / 70” tall / 4.7 lbs / 24” when collapsed /  $1,000 
CONS: legs can only be locked at a few positions / shiny weave pattern on legs is gaudy 
http://www.luminous-
landscape.com/reviews/accessories/is_this_the_worlds_best_tripod.shtml 
 
 
                                                
i If your camera charges batteries only when they are in the camera, you can’t shoot and 
recharge at the same time unless you buy a tiny, portable battery charger which plugs into 
any outlet. Most cameras come with small chargers. If not, they are available for almost 
every battery and usually cost $25-40. One reliable website (www.imaging-
resource.com) recommends the Maha C-204W charger which handles AA and AAA, 
comes with an automobile adaptor, and does well in all three charging areas: 1) fast 
charging, 2) gentle handling of batteries (overheating them can cause damage), and 3) 
topping off, i.e. getting in the last bit of charge after completing the fast charge mode. See 
the review here. 
 
http://www.imaging-resource.com/ACCS/C204W/C204WA.HTM 
 
 
ii  Link to Vivitar generic infrared-remote for Canon DSLRs selling for $6.50 
 
http://www.buy.com/pr/product.aspx?sku=227117750&sellerid=14479157 
 
 


